
 

Caoilfhionn III - Queen’s Favor 
 

 

 

The design, based on the previous favor design by Lady 
Violet Gray, is a mermaid modified from a pictish carving. 
A two-tailed mermaid holding a three pronged trident for 
Caoilfhionn’s third reign.  It can be created with 
embroidery, paint, silkscreen, or other techniques. It can 
be embellished with beads or other materials, and given 
features and details as the maker desires. 

The background fabric color is dark Royal blue (DMC 
796).  

The design can be done in the following manners at the discretion of the artist (embroidery floss colors 
are guidelines, not requirements): 

● As an outline  
● As a filled design 
● White mermaid with Gold (DMC 3852 or metallic) trident  
● “Natural” colors akin to green (DMC 702) tail, brown (DMC 300) hair, beige-pink (DMC 543) 

skin, with gold (DMC 3852 or metallic) trident 

If you have unused kits from Caoilfhionn's previous favors please feel free to use those materials. 

● Overall dimensions: 
o Approximately 3.5” wide by 10” long with finished edges. Fold over about 3” and stitch 

down to make a belt loop. 
o Finished favor should be approximately 3.5” wide by 7” long including the belt loop.  

● Each favor can be constructed as a single layer of fabric or as a more sturdy fully-backed piece. 
For single layers, cut fabric to 4.5” by 11” and do a narrow rolled hem on all 4 sides. 
Fully-backed favors can be two 4.5” by 11” pieces stitched together, turned right-side out and 
the opening stitched shut or one 8” by 11” piece can be stitched down the long side into a tube, 
flattened, stitched across the bottom, turned right-side out, and the opening stitched shut. 

 
Completed favors can be given to the Favor Coordinator, Dona Anastasia da Monte 
or to any member of the Royal Staff, or they can be mailed to Anastasia: 

Whitney Sternberg, 54 Shea Dr, Marlborough, MA, 01752 

Her Majesty greatly appreciates your help in creating Her favors – Thank You! 


